
Introduction
ISPM 15 is an international standard guide for wood packaging. All wood packaging materials (WPM) 
moving from New Zealand to other countries must meet ISPM 15 international standards and are  
subject to official checks on a risk-targeted basis.  
 
ISPM 15 heat-treated wood pallets are compulsory for an export pallet. All solid wood packaging must 
be heat-treated before they can be imported into most countries, as of 2002. 

The heat treatment is a process relying on a minimum wood temperature of 56 °C being reached and 
maintained for at least 30 continuous minutes throughout the wood. This specification has been proven 
to be effective at killing most wood related quarantine pests at their different life stages.

ISPM 15  
International Standards  



ISPM15 Q&A

What does ISPM 15 certified mean?
International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures No. 15 (ISPM 15) is an International Phytosanitary 
Measure developed by the International Plant Protection Convention (IPPC) that directly addresses the 
need to treat wood materials of a thickness greater than 6mm, used to ship products between countries.

Do all international trade flows require heat treatment?
No - any pallets that is not in need of a repair and the IPPC stamp is still visible does not need to be  
re-heat treated. However any pallet that does not have a clear IPPC stamp and has been repaired will 
need to be heat treated. 

What is heat treatment? 
In order to destroy harmful pests from wood, the most effective and environmentally friendly way is 
heat treatment. Wooden pallets must be heated until its internal temperature reach 56 degree celcius 
or more for 30 minutes. After the heat treatment, the pallets are branded with the internationally  
recorgnised IPPC mark. Exported pallets can be repaired and re-heat treated through a certified supplier. 
Should export pallets that have been previously used not need a repair and the IPPC stamp is clearly 
visible and marked, the pallet can be reused without further heat treatment.

Will I receive a document certifying the pallet is heat treated?
No the IPPC stamp on the side of the pallet serves as the certificate, as long as the IPPC stamp from 
the certified heat treatment supplier is fully visible, this will serve as the certificate



What is a quality/treatment mark? IPPC stamp
The quality/treatment mark consists of the following

1. Agency trademark which is the identifying symbol,  
logo or name of the accredited agency

2. Facility identification which is the WPM product  
manufacturer name, brand or assigned facility number

3. HT or MB mark
4. Country code which is the two letter ISO country abbreviation
5. IPPC Approved international symbol for compliant wood packaging material 
6. DUN when indication is used for damaged 

Is there additional paperwork needed for exporting the heat treated pallet?
No as long as the IPPC stamps are clear on the pallets

Are all CHEP pallets heat treated?
Only the USA, UK, European and Australian pallets are heat treated. Click here to view 

Who should I contact ?
Contact can be made directly to your regional Key account manager or via the CHEP Webpage

For any further queries contact our customer  
service team on 0800 65 CHEP (2437)  
8.30am – 5.00pm Monday to Friday.

Example of IPPC Stamp

https://www.chep.com/nz/en/consumer-goods/platforms/pallets

